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PRES. MACRON ASKS BELARUSSIAN PRES. LOUKACHENKO TO REFUSE TO BE
RUSSIAN'S VASSAL
OVER A PHONE CALL ON 26 FEBRUARY

Paris, Washington DC, 27.02.2022, 01:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Amid escalating tensions arising out of Russia's attack on Ukraine which has led to unknown number of human
losses, so far and certainly hundred thousands of civilians, to fleet to border countries such as Poland and Romania (members of the
European Union), under panic and the fear of being killed by the bombing, France has ans still deploying efforts to stop this war,
whose battlefield is close to the gates of Europe. One of the neighbor countries of Russia, with borders in the North has declared is
Belarus. His President Alexander Lukachenko said few days go that « his country could host nuclear weapons if it faces any external
threats ». As the Russian assault intensify in Ukraine, the European Union countries are concern over this « nuclear threat »
particularly because of the Chernobyl site, which was taken over Russian military forces two days ago, during the escalate of Russia’s
assault ongoing in Ukraine. In the light of these worries, President Macron, who keeps deploying extra efforts, to appease the situation
and keeps on the edge, multiplying phone calls to his East European counterparts. This is why, "The President MACRON) spoke with
President Loukachenko"

Amid escalating tensions arising out of Russia's attack on Ukraine which has led to unknown number of human losses, so far and
certainly hundred thousands of civilians, to fleet to border countries such as Poland and Romania (members of the European Union),
under panic and the fear of being killed by the bombing, France has ans still deploying efforts to stop this war, whose battlefield is
close to the gates of Europe. One of the neighbor countries of Russia, with borders in the North has declared is Belarus. His President
Alexander Lukachenko said few days go that « his country could host nuclear weapons if it faces any external threats ». As the
Russian assault intensify in Ukraine, the European Union countries are concern over this « nuclear threat » particularly because of the
Chernobyl site, which was taken over Russian military forces two days ago, during the escalate of Russia’s assault ongoing in
Ukraine.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In the light of these worries, President Macron, who keeps deploying extra efforts, to appease the situation and keeps on the edge,
multiplying phone calls to his East European counterparts. This is why, « The President of the French Republic (Emmanuel MACRON)
spoke by telephone with Mr. Alexander LUKACHENKO, President of the Republic of Belarus today, Saturday, February 26,
2022.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The President of the French Republic made a point of denouncing the seriousness of a decision which would authorize Russia to
deploy nuclear weapons on Belarusian soil.The President of the French Republic requested the President of Belarus to demand the
withdrawal of Russian troops from Belarusian soil as quickly as possible, as these troops are waging a unilateral and unjust war, and
he emphasized the need to cooperate with the international community in carrying out humanitarian operations to come to the aid of
the Ukrainian people. The President of the French Republic emphasized the extent to which brotherhood between the Belarusian and
Ukrainian peoples should make Belarus refuse to be Russia’s vassal and de facto accomplice in the war against Ukraine. " Source
Elysee
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